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Measurement of the branching ratio for the decay g, p,+p,
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A new measurement of the branching ratio for the decay q ~ @+p, made at the SATURNE II
proton synchrotron, resulted in I'(rl -+ p+y, )/I'(rl -+all)=[5.7 6 0.7(stat. )+0.5 (syst. )] x 10 . The
reaction pd~ Beg close to threshold yielded 800 s tagged g's in a narrow momentum band around
257 MeV/c. Muon pairs were detected in two range telescopes The. data obtained consist of 114
events g ~ p, +p on a background of 14 events. The new value for the branching ratio is 1.3 + 0.2
times the unitarity lower limit, consistent with most quark and vector meson dominance models
which describe the decay as an electromagnetic transition with a two-photon intermediate state.
The result resolves the discrepancy between the two previous measurements of this branching ratio.

PACS number(s): 13.20.Jf

I. INTRODUCTION
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FIG. 1. Diagrams for the decay P ~ I+I. : (a) @ED
contribution, (b) weak interaction contribution, and (c) hy-
pothetical leptoquark contribution.

The decay g -+ p+p, is an example of a transition
between a pseudoscalar meson and a pair of charged lep-
tons, P ~ /+8 . %ithin the &amework of the standard
model, this process is dominated by a two-photon inter-
mediate state, Fig. 1(a). The contribution from the weak
interaction, involving the Z as propagator [Fig. 1(b)],
modifies the transition amplitude by less than --1% [1]
and can therefore be safely ignored. The low probability
of a fourth-order electromagnetic transition makes these
decays sensitive to hypothetical interactions that arise
from physics beyond the standard model, such as the
existence of leptoquark bosons carrying both quark and
lepton flavors, Fig. 1(c).

It is convenient to consider separately the real and
imaginary parts of the electromagnetic contribution to
the transition amplitude for P ~ /+8 . The imaginary

part, which describes on-shell intermediate photons, can
be related unambiguously to the known amplitude of the
decay P m pp by the unitarity requirement. The result-
ing model-independent lower limit on the decay width is
[2-4]

1(p'~s+z-) &-o.2 (ms ) (I+/
2P (mp j (I —P
xr(P' ~ »),

where n is the fine structure constant and P = [1—
(2m'/mp) ]i/2 is the velocity of the leptons in the rest
frame of the decaying meson. The real part of the tran-
sition amplitude depends on the structure of the me-
son, which is usually described by the P pp-vertex form
factor. Calculations based on quark models, or on the
hypothesis of vector meson dominance, give values for
I'(rl -+ p+p ) which are typically 30% larger than the
unifarity lower limit [5]. The relations between the real
parts of the g —+ p+p, q ~ e+e, and x ~ e+e
amplitudes are discussed in Sec. VIB. En the decays
KL, M 8+1 and Kl. M pp an important contribution
has been attributed to the g pole, and so similar rela-
tions are predicted between q M p+p and AL, M p+p
[6]

The limits given by Eq. (1) for the branching ratios
(B) of some P m /+I decays are shown in Table I,
together with the measured branching ratios. Note that
the unitarity bounds for P + e+e are much smaller
than those for P m p+p . Besides g ~ p+p the only
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TABLE I. Values for the branching ratios of some P ~ 8+/ modes. Both the experimental
results, prior to this experiment, and the unitarity lower bounds are given.

Decay mode I'(P M l+f, )/I'(P M all)
Measured value Reference Unitarity bound

(8.0+~'~ + 0.6) x 10 [7] 4.8 x 10
(6.7 + 2.0) x 10 [8]

& 3.0 x 10 (90%%uo C.L.) [9] 18x10
(6.5 + 2.1) x 10 [10] 4.3 x 10( 1.6 x 10 ' (90% C.L.) [11] 3.0 x 10
(7.3+0.4) x 10 9 [12] 6.8 x 10

The values for the q decays are based on I'(g -+ pp)=0. 39xi'(g ~ aII) [12].

Pe m E+l, decays which have been observed experi-
mentally to date are pro ~ e+e [7, 8] and KL, -+ p,+p
[13—15]. In these cases the measured branching ratios are
consistent with the expectations for the electromagnetic
contribution.

The available measurements of Po ~ 8+8 severely
constrain the masses and couplings of the various types of
leptoquarks [16].Values for the ratio of mass to coupling
constant below several hundred GeV/c2 can be excluded
for transitions within the fnst generation. For transitions
between different generations the excluded region reaches
up to 200 TeV/c2 based on the upper limit for B(KI, -+
e+e ) given in Table I.

The earliest search for g -+ p,+p, carried out in
1968 at Brookhaven National Laboratory [17],resulted in

B(g ~ @+p ) ( 20 x 10 s (90% C.L.). A year later the
decay was discovered at CERN [18];based on 18 events, a
branching ratio of (23+9) x 10 s was obtained, which lies
two standard deviations above the prediction. The most
recent measurement, made in Serpukhov, yielded 27 6 8
events on a large background &om p -+ p+ p, . The result
B(g ~ p+y, ) = (6.5 6 2.1) x 10 [10] agrees with the
expectations for an electromagnetic transition. The nor-
malization of the CERN experiment was based on a cal-
culated value of 0 (m. p m gX), which introduced a sub-
stantial systematic uncertainty. The Serpukhov measure-
ment was normalized on the Dalitz decay g ~ p+p
which was recorded simultaneously with the g ~ p+p
data.

The discovery at the Laboratoire National Saturne
(LNS) of a copious source of g's using the reaction
pd -+sHeg near threshold [19] led to the construction of
a facility dedicated to experiments on g decay. The mo-
mentum vector of each g is reconstructed by momentum
analysis of the-, associated He in a magnetic spectrome-
ter. The resulting sample has less than 10% background.
The g tag avoids the indirect normalization methods
based on an g production cross section or on the branch-
ing ratio of another g decay which previously led to large
systematic uncertainties. A disadvantage of this method
of g production is the high rate in the detection system
caused by beam interactions in the deuterium target.

The measurement of B(g ~ p+p ) described here is
the Grst decay experiment performed at the new facility.
Earlier accounts of this experiment can be found in [20]
and [21]. This paper is organized as follows. The detec-

tion procedures are discussed in Sec. II, which includes
detailed descriptions of the beam properties, the kine-
matics of g production and decay, the g tagging facility,
the muon detectors, the trigger logic, and the data acqui-
sition. In Sec. III the event simulation is described, while
Sec. IV deals with the procedures of the event reconstruc-
tion and selection. The evaluation of B(q -+ p+y, ) is
presented in Sec. V and the result is discussed in Sec.
VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

In an earlier LNS experiment [22] the pd ~sHeg cross
section has been measured at di8'erent values for the pro-
ton energy above threshold,

(2)

where T„is the proton kinetic energy and T is its value

at threshold; T„=891.4 MeV based on a recent measure-
ment of the r1 mass [23]. These studies reveal that the
cross section rises &om threshold to a value of 0.4 pb
at AT„=2MeV, above which it remains approximately
constant up to at least AT„=10MeV. To maximize the
product of the pd —+ Hey cross section and g —+ p+p
acceptance, the beam was tuned to AT„=1.6 MeV, where
the cross section amounts to about 90% of the value in
the plateau. The energy spread of the beam was 0.5 MeV
[full width at half maximum (FWHM)] and the average
energy loss in the 6.5 mm thick liquid deuterium target
was 0.3 MeV.

The kinematics of pd ~ Hey at AT„:16 MeV, fol-
lowed by the decay g —+ p+p, are illustrated in Fig.
2. At this beam energy, the He momentum band is
1320 + 30 MeV/c and the maximum laboratory emission
angles are 1.2 for the He and 6' for the g. These narrow
distributions resulted in a 100% geometric acceptance for
the He spectrometer. For g —+ p+p decays which are
symmetric with respect to the g direction, each muon is
emitted with a kinetic energy around 200 MeV at an an-
gle of 63 . Because of the small spread in g momentum,
the variation in kinetic energy of the muons at a given
laboratory angle in the region around 63 is only about
+15 MeV. The corresponding narrow range distribution
facilitated the design of efBcient muon detectors located
symmetrically about the target.
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FIG. 2. Kinematics of pd -+ Hey and g —+ p+p with
a proton energy 1.6 MeV above threshold. The minimum
opening angle of the p+ p pair is 126'.
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A. g tagging facility

The recoil He particles were detected by the magnetic
spectrometer SPES II, which consists of a quadrupole
magnet Q and two horizontal dipole magnets Dl and D2;
see Fig. 3. The magnetic rigidity (p/Z) of the incident
protons was 2.4 times that of the recoil He and conse-
quently the proton beam could exit through a window
between D1 and D2. Vacuum was maintained between
the liquid deuterium target and the exit window of D2
to reduce multiple scattering of the He particles along
the 8m flight path. The detection system of SPES II con-
sisted of three multiwire proportional chambers, followed
by scintillator planes A and B. Each wire chamber con-
tained two planes of 256 sense wires, oriented at +45'
with respect to the vertical. The acceptance was defined
by an array of six 10 x 10 x 0.5 cm3 scintillator elements,
Al —A6, which spanned a +10% momentum band. The B
plane was defined by a 100 cm wide by 22.6 cm high and
1.0 cm thick scintillator, positioned 157 cm behind the
A counters. This detector was viewed by a photomulti-
plier at each end to reduce the position dependence of
the light collection. The mean time of flight (TOF) for
the He particles between the A and 8 planes was 12 ns.
The TOF resolution was = 1 ns (FWHM).

g tagging was accomplished by two independent
means: (i) sHe identification using the pulse height in
the A hodoscope and the TOF between A and B [see Fig.
4(a)], and (ii) kinematic selection of pd ~ Hey (see Ta-

SPES II

FIG. 4. (a) Distribution of the energy loss in the A ho-
doscope versus the TOF between A and B. The box shown
was used to select the He particles. Proton events were elim-
inated by the high discriminator threshold applied in the read-
out trigger. (b) Spectrum of the He momentum dispersion
bH„after applying the cuts on 8H and 8H, given in Table
II. The distribution contains 15'Po of the total sample, taken
during a three day period with stable beam. The result of
an event simulation and a second-order polynomial 6t to the
background are shown as well. The arrows indicate the win-
dow chosen to select pd m Hey events; within this region the
background amounts to 8 jo.

ble II) using the He momentum dispersion bH, [see Fig.
4(b)], and emission angles 8~H, and 8H, , obtained from
the reconstructed trajectory through SPES I I. The selec-
tion efficiency for pd -+sHeq events was 94%. Half of the
losses were due to track ambiguities resulting &om mul-
tiple hits in the wire planes; the remaining losses were
due to the constraints of Table II. The background ob-
served in the sample of tagged g's was investigated by
lowering the beam energy by 2.5 MeV, which brings it
below the threshold for g production. The resulting bH,
distribution was consistent with the fit of the background
shown in Fig. 4(b). Roughly half of the 8% background
originated in beam interactions in the 15 pm titanium
windows of the LD2 target; most of the remainder came
from the reactions pd ~ Hear+sr and pd ~ Herr m .

Variations of the mean value of 4' between 1.3 and
1.9 MeV during the three-week-long experiment had to
be taken into account in the evaluation of the g —+ @+p
acceptance. These drifts were determined to within
+0.1 MeV by monitoring the total width of the bH, dis-
tribution: AT~ (26 x bH~,

e
)

2 MeV. The beam intensity

FIG. 3. Top view of the g ~ p+p, detection system: LDz
is the liquid deuterium target, Mz and MR are the left and
right muon detectors, Q is the quadrupole magnet, Dl and 02
are dipole magnets, MWPC's are three multiwire proportional
chambers with two sense wire planes each, and hodoscope A
and single counter B are plastic scintillators. The dashed
lines show the central trajectories for beam protons and for

He particles from the reaction pd ~ Hey.

0.670
10 mrad
25 mrad

+3.070
+30 IIlrad
+40 mrad

TABLE II. The SPES ll resolution and the software win-
dows used to select pd —+ Hey events. The reconstructed
quantities were bH, = (pH, —(pH, ))/(pH, ), and the He emis-
sion angles in the horizontal and vertical plane, 88, and 88„
respectively. The quantity (pH ) is the central value of pH, ln
the reaction pd ~ Hey.

Observable Resolution (FWHM) Window for pd -+ Hey
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was monitored with two plastic scintillator telescopes,
which detected charged particles emerging at +42' labo-
ratory angle from an 8 pm Mylar foil located in the beam
1 m upstream of the LD2 target. For an average inten-
sity of 10 protons per spill of 0.7 s duration, every 1.5 s,
the g rate was 800 s . The number of tagged g's accu-
mulated during the g ~ p+p data taking period was
determined from the number of events in the bH, peak to
be

N(yd -+ Hey) = (1.22 + 0.01) x 10s .

B. The muon detectors

Two muon detectors, positioned at angles of +63',
were used to determine emission angle, flight time, en-
ergy deposition, and range of the g decay products. Each
detector consisted of a horizontal and a vertical position
hodoscope P, followed by trigger hodoscopes T and six
planes of stop counters S (see Fig. 5). A wedge-shaped
iron degrader W was placed in &ont of each detector to
reduce the rates in the P counters. The thickness of this
degrader was 3.0 cm at its center. The wedge slope was
11', chosen to minimize the variation in energy of the
emerging muons across the detector.

The acceptance of the detectors was defined largely by
the front P hodoscopes, which had a height of 31.5 cm and
a width of 25.8 cm, located 60 cm &om the target. Each
horizontal and vertical position hodoscope consisted of
two planes of eight 1.0 cm thick scintillator strips. The
strips in each plane were spaced at distances of one-third
strip width and the resulting gaps were filled with Lu-
cite, to give a smooth energy-loss distribution across the
surface of the hodoscope. By offsetting the two planes by
one-third of a strip width, half of the particles crossing

10 crn

FIG. 5. Top view of the left muon detector. P, T, and S
represent the position hodoscopes, trigger hodoscopes, and
stop counters, respectively. The degraders W and D are made
of iron and lead, respectively.

the hodoscope gave signals in both planes. This configu-
ration gives a position resolution which is 2 tixnes better
than would have been obtained with a contiguous array
of 16 identical scintillator strips covering the same area.
The instantaneous rates were a few times 10 s in each
of the 64 elexnents of P.

A 5.3 cm thick degrader 0 was placed between the P
and T hodoscopes, so that muons &om g ~ @+p came
to rest in one of the 5 counters. This second degrader
was made of lead for optimal attenuation of electromag-
netic showers, in particular &om the decay g ~ pp.
The arrangement of the T hodoscopes was identical to
that of the P hodoscopes, except that fewer scintilla-
tors were used. Each of the six S planes consisted of
two 71.0 x 28.0 x 5.08 cm blocks of plastic scintillator
viewed by phototubes of diameter 12.5 cm placed at one
end. Typical singles rates in the T and S counters were
a few times 10 s and 10 s, respectively.

The angular resolution of each muon detector was 20
mrad (FWHM) both vertically and horizontally; this
value includes the broadening due to xnultiple scatter-
ing in W. The range straggling was = 7 cm (FWHM) of
scintillator material, corresponding to a muon energy res-
olution of 12 MeV. Further details on the muon detectors
are given in [20].

C. Trigger electronics and data acquisition

The trigger logic was organized to select three differ-
ent data streams: (i) the sHe data stream, a known frac-
tion of the events triggering the A plane of the SPES II

spectrometer, used to deterxnine the total number of g's
produced; (ii) the rI -+ p+p data stream, triple coinci-
dences between the A plane and the two muon detectors,
containing the ri -+ @+p candidates; (iii) the pulser data
stream, triple coincidences generated electronically, used
to determine dead-time eKects on the trigger eKciency
and losses in the event reconstruction caused by pileup
of the detector signals. Since the He and g ~ p+p
data streams were recorded simultaneously, the measured
value of B(ri -+ y+p ) is independent of uncertainties in
the beam intensity, the target thickness, the He tag-
ging eKciency, and the computer dead time. The pulser
rate was varied proportionally to the rate in the beam
monitors and was adjusted to give 2—3 events per cycle.
In this way the pulser events had the same time distri-
bution during the beam spill as the g —+ p+p events.
The pulse generator sent signals to light-exnitting diodes
(LED's) at one of the A counters and a few elements of
the muon detectors. In the case of the P counters, which
were not equipped with LED's, the pulser signals were
introduced at the inputs of soxne of the discrixninators.

A diagram of the trigger logic is shown in Fig. 6. The
A-plane trigger was given by the OR of the discriminator
signals of the six A counters. The A rate was limited to—10 s by the use of high discriminator thresholds
which were set to reject pions, protons, and most of the
deuterons; see Fig. 4(a). The f'raction of the A-plane
triggers selected in the He data stream was chosen to
give roughly one event per beam spill.
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FIG. 6. Diagram of the trigger logic. The PL, R and TL,R

symbols at the left denote twofold coincidences between the
OR signals of the corresponding horizontal and vertical planes.
The L(ook)A(t)M(e) signal, used to interrupt the computer,
was the OR of the He (A I R) and triple coincidence
(A L R) data streams. The pulser events (not shown) passed
through the triple coincidence logic.

ciency for q m p,+p events. The simulation took into
account the phase-space distribution of the incident pro-
ton beam and the interactions of the protons, the He
particles, and the p+p pairs in the KD2 target. The
He trajectory was treated using a first-order transport

matrix for SPES II. The interactions of the muons in the
detectors were simulated with the code GEANT [25], ver-
sion 3.13.

Table III shows the values of the g —+ p+ p acceptance
under various conditions, as deduced &om the event sim-
ulation. The fraction of events accepted by the hardware
trigger is given in the second row. The 16% reduction
from the value in the erst row is explained by range strag-
gling and multiple scattering in degrader D. Correcting
for the deviations of AT„from the value 1.5 MeV as-
sumed in Table III results in a value for the acceptance,
averaged over the total measuring period, of

The position hodoscopes, which gave the best time res-
olution, were used redundantly in the trigger by defin-
ing both left-right coincidences, PL PR and coincidences
with the trigger hodoscope on each side, L = PL TL and
R = PR TR. With an on-line resolution of —2.5 ns
(FWHM) for the time difference between the two muon
detectors, the 10 ns wide overlap in the PL PR coin-
cidence accepted an ample sample of accidental coinci-
dences to be studied ofF line. The relative timing in the
A L - R coincidence was adjusted to select a 30 ns win-
dow on the TOF through SPES II, centered around the
pd ~ Hey peak. The width of the analog-to-digital con-
verter (ADC) gate was 20 ns for the P counters and 60 ns
for the T and S counters.

The P and T hodoscopes recorded (3—4)x10 counts
per beam burst each 1.5 s. The corresponding number
of counts per muon detector, L and R in Fig. 6, was
6 x 10 . The L R coincidence rate was 3 x 10 per beam
burst, resulting in a trigger rate of 20—25 A L.R triple
coincidences per burst. The event information was read
from CAMAC registers by a SAR computer [24]. The
events which had valid time-to-digital converter (TDC)
values for the B counter in the SPES II detection system
(- 50% of the events) were stored and copied to tape in
between beam bursts. The dead time introduced by the
data acquisition program was about 3%.

The pulser data stream provided a sample of random
signals under actual operating conditions. These events
were directly incorporated in the event simulation de-
scribed in the next section. Another purpose of the pulser
events was to monitor the trigger efIiciency for triple co-
incidences, e~,",.~g& ', which was assumed to be the same for
both event types, giving

„+„-——(2.91 + 0.04' ' + 0.03'"") x 10 . (5)

The systematic error is mainly due to the +0.1 MeV
uncertainty in the mean value of AT„. Systematic un-
certainties associated with the detector geometry affect
both the acceptance and the analysis efficiency, and have
been included in the uncertainty of the overall q m p,

+p
selection efficiency, e +

'", discussed in Secs. IV 8 and
VB.

The last two rows of Table III reveal that in roughly
20% of the q ~ p,+p events in which both muons
reached the first S plane, at least one of them scattered
out of the detector. This event type was accepted by the
trigger but could not be recognized unambiguously in the
ofI'-line event selection. Since muon identification and
range determination were less reliable for these events,
their reconstruction efficiency was reduced.

Simulated events which fulfilled the conditions of the
hardware trigger were stored in the same data format as
the measured events. Time resolutions were adjusted to
the observed values. As a consequence of the high sin-
gles rates, many events sufIered from corrupted TDC val-
ues, ambiguous topologies, or pulse height pileup, which
resulted in a 15% reduction in the g -+ p+p, recon-
struction efficiency. An accurate account of these efI'ects

TABLE III. The fraction of simulated g —+ p+p events
which pass the various selection criteria at AT„=1.5 MeV.
The first two conditions are part of the trigger for data read-
out. SL and SR denote signals in the Srst S plane of the left
and right muon detector, respectively; the other symbols are
de6ned in Fig. 6. Trigger inefBciencies are not included. Er-
rors are statistical only.

III. SIMULATION OF THE EXPERIMENT

A detailed simulation of the experiment was needed
to determine the acceptance and the reconstruction effi-

Selection conditions
PL PR
L ~ R
L ~ R ~ SL -SR
L . R [both muons stop in SI

Acceptance (%)
3.49 + 0.04
2.92 + 0.04
2.83 + 0.04
2.24 + 0.03
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was achieved by directly incorporating the random back-
ground observed in the pulser events. 2500—
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IV. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND
SELECTION
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In the first stage of the event reconstruction, the SPES
II information was analyzed as described in Sec. IIA.
This part of the data analysis was common to all mea-
sured and simulated event types. Roughly half of the
recorded triple coincidences satisfied the pd ~ Hey se-
lection criteria.

A calibration of the pulse heights and the relative
timings of all counters in a muon detector was possible
throughout the experiment, using energetic charged par-
ticles from the sample of triple coincidences. The parti-
cles that reached the last S plane were mainly pions, and
their pulse height distributions were very similar to those
expected for muons &om g ~ p+p . The relative timing
between the two muon detectors and the SPES II spec-
trometer was calibrated using the decays g -+ pp and
ri -+ 3iro -+ 6p. About 65% of the electromagnetic show-
ers produced in the &ont degraders by photons &om these
decays resulted in signals in the P hodoscopes. Only a
very small &action of these showers reached into the re-
gion of the T counters, but there was a 1% probability for
simultaneous random T signals in both detectors, which
gave rise to a few hundred triggers per hour associated
with prompt triple coincidences.

I I I I I I I I I

-5 -3 -1 1 3 nS -5 -3 -1 1 3 nS

htLR

FIG. 7. Distribution of the time difference between the sig-
nals from (a) the two muon detectors and (b) the left detector
and the A plane. The arrows indicate the prompt regions, as
defined in the analysis. The distribution in (b) includes only
events which are prompt in AtLR. The prompt peaks are due
mainly to the decays g ~ pp and g ~ 3m —+ 6p.

between the left detector and the A plane. Both spectra
show a pronounced peak with a FWHM of 0.7 ns. The
position of the peak in the AtLA distribution indicates
that most triple coincidence events involve decay prod-
ucts with v c, as expected for the g ~ pp and g -+ 3m

events.
Angle information was deduced &om the P hodoscope

pattern under the assumption that each trajectory orig-
inated in the center of the 6.5 mm thick LD2 target.
Since the g momentum vector is known &om the anal-
ysis of the associated He, there are two constraints on
the p+p emission angles in the decay g —+ p+p . A
first constraint was a test of the coplanarity of the three
momentum vectors. This test was of limited use since it
does not discriminate against g ~ pp events, and because
the angular resolution of SPES II in the vertical plane is
relatively poor (see Table II). The second test was made
on AOLR, defined as the difference between the measured
p+p opening angle 8LR' "" and its calculated value

OpR, as deduced &om the g momentum vector and the
mean of the emission angles of the two decay products:

A. Reconstruction of triple coincidence events

Triple coincidence events were reconstructed and char-
acterized in terms of time differences, emission angles,
ranges, energy depositions, and some particle identifica-
tion observables, as discussed below.

The scintillator timings were corrected for the depen-
dence on signal amplitude and impact position. In one-
third of the events of interest, either one of the hit P
counters had a TDC value corrupted by a stop signal
from a preceding hit, or additional random P hits had
occurred. The ADC gates were timed by the triple co-
incidence signal, which had very little dead time. Most
events with TDC losses could thus be recovered by taking
into account the pulse-height information. Multiple-hit
ambiguities were reduced by rejecting P hits correspond-
ing to large deviations &om coplanarity and expected
opening angle, as discussed below. Five percent of the
events of interest were lost because the muon trajecto-
ries could not be reconstructed unambiguously. For the
surviving events, an arrival time was calculated for each
muon detector as the mean TDC value from the hit P
counters, weighted by pulse height and corrected for TOF
from the target.

The He TOF between the target and the A plane
was corrected for its dependence on the He momen-
tum and emission angle, as calibrated with the g —+ pp
events. Figure 7 shows distributions of the time differ-
ences AtLR, between the two muon detectors, and AtLA,

gg gcalc gmeasured
LR = LR LR (6)

The detector geometry restricts this opening angle de-
viation to ~EOLR~ ( 28'. This range was reduced to
~b, HLR~ ( 9' in the P hodoscope analysis to help resolve
ambiguities. For g —+ @+p decays, the distribution is
centered at zero and has a Gaussian shape with a width
of —3.0' (FWHM). Since this distribution uniquely iden-
tifies the events of interest, it played a central role in the
optimization of the various selection criteria.

In each muon detector the range of the muon candi-
date, B,„wasdetermined from the last S plane with a
prompt TDC value, with a correction for the penetration
depth in this plane as deduced &om the energy deposi-
tion. All S planes preceding the last hit plane were re-
quired to have energy-loss signals above 6 MeV and time
signals in or before the prompt window. Random hits
were therefore accepted, except for early signals in the

MEASUREMENT OF THE BRANCHING RATIO FOR THE DECAY. . .
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last hit plane. No upper threshold on the pulse height
was applied, which avoided losses due to pileup. A muon
range likelihood W was calculated, defined as the proba-
bility to observe R, given the most likely value B, ~,

calculated from the muon angles and the He momentum,
assuming g m p,+p kinematics. To good approxima-
tion, W depends on the difFerence AB = R, , —B, ~,

only. The shape of the W(b, R) distribution has been
parametrized using the results from a simulation of muon
trajectories through the center of the detector. Normal-
izing the maximum value to 1, the result is

AB2
W(b, R):—exp —

2 (1 + 0.07336R + 0.00226,R )2&R

(7)

with B in cm. The value OR 3.0 cm is determined
mainly by range straggling, which depends slightly on
the muon energy. The combined range likelihood WLR

was the product of the W(b, R) values for the two muon
detectors. In the approximation of Gaussian W(AR) dis-
tributions, WLR has a distribution which is constant in
the interval (0,1). Consequently, q m y+p events are
expected to have an approximately uniform distribution,
with a small enhancement at low W R due to the skewness
of the b,R distribution given in Eq. (7). An additional
contribution to this enhancement arises from out scat-
tering of muons, an effect ignored in the simulations on
which Eq. (7) was based.

The muon identification made use of the character-
istic range-energy relation. and the observed pattern of
stop counter multiplicities. Multiplicities were defined
for each plane as the number of counters (0, 1, or 2) with
TDC values within the prompt peak and with a pulse
height above 6 MeV. Ideally the multiplicity is equal to
1 for the S planes traversed by the muon, and 0 for the
remaining planes, but these values may be diferent due
to random hits (few %%uo probability) or detector crossings

within one plane ( 0.5%%uo probability). The likelihood
for the occurrence of the measured multiplicity has been
calculated for each plane, taking into account the value
of R, ~, and the background multiplicities as measured
with pulser events. The total likelihood Ig for the ob-
served pattern of S counter multiplicities was defined as
the product of the likelihood over the 12 planes. Nor-
malizing the maximum value of I~ to 1, the mean value
of I p for g ~ p+p decays, as deduced from the event
simulation, was 0.15.

B. Selection of g ~ p.+p. candidates

The selection of g -+ p,+p, candidates proceeded in
two stages. First, the number of triple coincidences was
reduced by a series of tests on the reconstructed variables.
In the second stage the remaining sample of 572 events
was analyzed with the help of an event classifier, which
was optimized empirically to separate g ~ p,+p, can-
didates &om the background. The distribution of 68LR,
Eq. (6), allows the identi6cation of the dominant event
types at each stage of the event selection; see Fig. 8. The
corresponding g ~ p, +p, selection efBciencies are given
in Table IV. Events were selected which fulfill the He re-
quirements, which have timings within the prompt peaks
shown in Fig. 7, and which also satisfy the condition
IAOLRI & 9'. These events show a pronounced peak in
48LR [see Fig. 8(a)j, centered at —4', as expected for

g m pp events. The underlying Bat component is due
mainly to g ~ 3m. The small bump centered at +3' is
&om pd m Herr+a events associated with the contin-
uum background underneath the pd -+ Hey peak. The
third and fourth tests listed in Table IV reduced these
background processes more or less uniformly. The test
on the S counter timing was not very restrictive, since
it was only asked that one or more stop counters on
each detector satisfied the requirement of a +5 ns co-
incidence with respect to the P hodoscope time. The

TABLE IV. The number of triple coincidence events and the cumulative g ~ p,
+

p, efficiency at
diferent stages of the event selection. The efficiency has been deduced from the simulated events
before and after random hits have been incorporated and has been normalized to 100'Fo after the

g selection, which is common to the triple coincidence and pd ~ Hey data streams. The labels in

the last column refer to the corresponding 48Lp distributions in Fig. 8. The uncertainties in the
efficiency determination are discussed in Sec. V.

Major additional test Events
Cumulative

g ~ p+p efficiency Fig. 8 frame

Random hits
yes no

none
pd —+ Hey selection
prompt P counters
prompt S counters
O'LR ) 0.02
miscellaneous; see text
C(x) & 25
I&~LRI & 3

1.0 x 10
5.3 x 10
1.6 x 10
3.9 x 10
24x10

572
160
128

1.00
0.95
0.88
0.76
0.71
0.62
0.61

1.00
1.00
0.93
0.85
0.76
0.69
0.69

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(f)
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FIG. 8. Distributions of the opening angle deviation AHLR,

Eq. (6), for various stages in the event selection, as speci6ed
in Table IV. Part (e) shows the fraction of (d) with C(x) ) 25
and (f) shows the remainder of (d), including the il ~ y, +p,

peak.

left-right time difFerence, (ii) largest energy deposited in
any P hodoscope plane, (iii) remaining energy deposited
in the P counters, and (iv) energy deposited in the last
S plane reached by the muon, (v) total energy in the S
counters of both muon detectors, (vi) range-energy rela-
tion in the S counters, (vii) average time of all prompt
S counters, (viii) average time of all prompt T counters,
and (ix) deviation from coplanarity of the momentum
vectors of the He particle and the two muons. In the
components (iv) and (vi), the smaller value for the two
muon detectors was used, which reduces the influence of
pileup. In general, the likelihood for a candidate to be
an g -+ p+ p event is given by a complicated function of
x given by the ratio of the probability densities for sig-
nal and background in this nine-dimensional space. Since
this function would have to be extracted &om the small
sample of 572 selected events, a simplified procedure was
used to reduce the risk of biasing the result.

For each component x~ the value x~ was determined
which maximizes the signal to background ratio. The
event classifier was approximated by a quadratic expan-
sion around z:

condition O'LR ) 0.02 on the S counter ranges preferen-
tially removed events with electromagnetic showers, such
as g —+ pp. In the distribution of the remaining events,
shown in Fig. 8(c), the rl ~ @+y, contribution can be
noticed already near 68LR ——0'.

The miscellaneous tests mentioned in Table IV were (i)
a 1.3 MeV lower threshold on the energy depositions in
the 1.0 cm thick P counters, (ii) a window on the mean
TDC value of all prompt S counters, (iii) a window on
the difFerence between the timing of the A plane and the
mean timing of the two muon detectors, ~AtA LR

—0.2
ns~ ( 0.7 ns, where the offset accounts for the additional
TOF of the muons as compared to the photons assumed
in the timing analysis, (iv) a window of 60—130 MeV on
the sum of the energies deposited in all S counters on
both sides, and, finally, (v) a threshold (logio Ls ) —4)
on the S counter multiplicity likelihood. After these re-
quirements the sample contained 572 triple coincidences
with roughly equal contributions &om g ~ p+p and
ri -+ pp; see Fig. 8(d). The events with b, HLR ) 3' have
a flat time distribution, indicating that the background
in the 48LR continuum at this stage is dominated by ac-
cidental coincidences.

The separation of the g -+ p+p signal from the re-
maining background was based on their different distri-
butions with respect to various reconstructed variables.
Since the background contained many accidental and
pileup events, no attempt was made to simulate these
distributions for the background events, as would have
been necessary for a proper maximum likelihood analy-
sis. Instead, the distributions observed for events inside
and outside the region of the g ~ p+p peak in the
48LR distribution of Fig. 8(d) were used empirically to
estimate for each candidate in the sample its likelihood
to be an g ~ @+p event. This procedure demands that
the event classification be independent of AOLR. Each
candidate was described by a vector x, with components
x~, j=l—9, constructed from the following variables: (i)

C(x)—:) n, (z, —z, )' (8)

O

(0
C
0)
0)

40

30 —~.
20

10

+ measurement (a)
—simulation

+~+ +,

0-+
10

C(x)
20 30

FIG. 9. The distributions of the event classifier C(x) for
(a) signal events with iAHLRl ( 3' and (b) background events
with iAHLRl ) 3.5'. Only a small fraction of the background
events falls inside the region shown. The arrow shows the cut
used to select g ~ p+p candidates. The reduced y for the
comparison between measurement and simulation is 1.7.

The coefficients n~ in Eq. (8) are defined such that C(x)
is dimensionless. The values for n~ were obtained itera-
tively, using events in a region of C(x) where the ratio of
signal to background is about 1 to 1. The coeKcients az
were chosen such that each of the nine C(x) components
makes a relative contribution which is roughly equal for
signal and background events. This procedure results in
optimal background suppression. The exact choice of the
values of n~ affects the background discrimination, but
has no direct systematic effect on the measured value
for B(ri ~ p+p ). The exponent P = 3.55 was cho-
sen empirically to give a ffat C(x) distribution for the
background. Figure 9 shows the distribution of C(x) for
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FIG. 10. Largest energy deposited in any P plane for (a)
signal and (b) background. If two overlapping counters were

struck, then the average energy deposition was used. The re-
duced y for the comparison between measurement and sim-

ulation is 1.2.

two AOLR intervals. The "signal" distribution, defined
by ~48LR~ & 3.0', shows a pronounced peak at C(x) =
0, which extends to C(x) 20. The b, OLR spectra for se-
lected regions in C(x) are shown in Figs. 8(e) and 8(f).
The cut on C(x) was varied between 5 and 300, corre-
sponding to efficiencies between 60% and 97% for the
simulated g —+ p+ p, events passing all other constraints
in Table IV. The resulting branching ratio varies within
+4%%uo, which is statistically insignificant. A detailed in-

terpretation of the spectrum in Fig. 8(f) is given in Sec.
VA.

Figures 10 and 11 show distributions of two recon-
structed observables for g ~ p+p candidates and for
background events. The events were selected using all the
cuts described above, excluding any information related
to the observable in question. The background distribu-
tions were taken from the interval 3.5' & ~AOLR~ & 9', the

g ~ p+p distributions were obtained from the region

~

60LR
~

& 3' and corrected for the continuum background.

15
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Q)
010—

+ measurement (a)
—simulation

LR

FIG. 11. The product Wj R of the range likelihoods on both
detectors for (a) signal and (b) background events. The re-
duced y for the comparison between measurement and sim-

ulation is 1.4.

FIG. 12. Distributions of the index of the last hit S plane
versus the g emission angle in the horizontal plane, 8„",for
measurement and simulation. The straight lines have been
fitted to the respective distributions.

The simulated spectra are shown as well. Figure 10 shows
the distribution of the largest energy deposition in any of
the four P planes. This variable was included in the cal-
culation of C(x) to suppress g decays into neutrals since
the p showers &om degrader W often deposited large sig-
nals in the P planes. The reliability of the simulation
of the range straggling has been checked with the distri-
bution of the range likelihood RLR defined above. As is
shown in Fig. 11, the measured and simulated distribu-
tions agree well, except in the region WLR ( 0.1 where
the simulation seems to underestimate the yield slightly.
This possible deviation has been taken into account in
the systematic error of the selection eSciency by varying
the lower threshold on S'LR, as discussed below.

The acceptance of the detection system as defined by
the solid angle of the position hodoscope was reduced
by 16% due to range straggling and multiple scattering
in the degraders (see the first two rows of Table III).
The accuracy of the simulation of these eKects has been
checked by studying the dependence of the muon range
on the g emission angle in the horizontal plane, 0„",shown
in Fig. 12. In making these plots the sense of rotation
of 8„"was chosen to be opposite for the two detectors, in
order to give comparable distributions. The magnitude
and the angular dependence of the observed mean range
are reproduced well by the simulation; this agreement has
been used to assess the systematic error in the selection
efBciency, introduced by uncertainties in the geometry
(see Sec. V B).

V. DETERMINATION
OF THE BRANCHING RATIO OF g —+ p, +p

The branching ratio of g —+ p+p was obtained &om
the expression

N(q -+ p+p )" " ) =
N(pd ~ sHe~)

where N(rI M @+y, ) is the number of g -+ p+ p events
extracted as described below, N(pd -+ Beg) is the num-
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ber of tagged rl's given by expression (3), A ~„+„-is the

rl ~ @+p acceptance given by expression (5), et,",
&,

"
is

the trigger efficiency given by expression (4), and e +
"'"

is the efficiency of the g ~ p+p event selection, to be
discussed in Sec. VB.

A. Determination of N(ri -+ p+p )

The distribution of b,8LR for events with C(x) ( 25 is
shown in Fig. 13, along with the distribution predicted
by the simulation of g -+ p+p . The level of the con-
stant background in the simulation has been adjusted
to the measured distribution in the region ~b,8LR

~
) 3.5 .

The agreement between the observed and simulated peak
shapes is excellent.

Three other contributions to the distribution in Fig.
13 have been studied. First, the rate for the Dalitz decay

g -+ p+ p, p with a soft photon has been calculated using
the formalism given in Ref. [26]. A conservative estimate
for E~ & 30 MeV gives a contribution of less than 0.5
event, which has been ignored.

The second process which has been investigated is
pd ~ Hevr+vr, followed by the decay of one or both pi-
ons, x ~ p,v. As a 6rst step the reaction pd ~3Hevr+x
was studied in a separate measurement with the front
degraders removed, using the P counters only. Upon ap-
plication of the pd —+ Hey phase-space cuts listed in Ta-
ble II, and after corrections were made for the m+m ac-
ceptance and detection efficiency, the relative yield was
found to be

by the S counter analysis. The simulation indicates a
pd —+ Hem+sr level of 1.3 x 10 per g decay in the 6-
nal sample, xnainly from events in which both pions decay
before reaching the muon detectors, which corresponds to
a contribution of 0.3 background events.

The third source of background studied is pd
~ Hey+@ where the He was accepted by the cri-
teria of the g tag. In the best previous g ~ p+p
experiment [10], this background was 50% larger than
the g —+ p+p signal. A possible source of this back-
ground is the tail of the p resonance (m~ 770 MeV,
I'~ 150 MeV). Since B(p m p+p )= (4.6+0.3) x 10
is nearly 10 times larger than B(rj -+ p+ p ), the contin-
uum background of p underneath the g peak is enhanced
by this factor in the p+p channel. The pd ~ Hey+@
background was extrapolated &om pd -+ HeX events,
selected well outside the phase-space region for He &om
the reaction pd ~sHeri (see Table II). No likely candi-
dates were found, which resulted in an upper limit of four
pd ~sHey+p events (70% C.L.) contributing to the
peak in Fig. 13, i.e. , less than 4'%%uo of the ti -+ p, p signal.
The number of g ~ p+p candidates with ~68LR~ ( 3'
in the spectrum of Fig. 13 has been determined under the
assumption of a linear background to be 114+ 14. The
contribution from pd ~ Hey+@ was taken into account
by subtracting 0+0 events, resulting in

B. EfBciency of the g ~ p,+p selection

= (1.7+0.3) x 10 '
P(pd -+ sHe q)

O
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FIG. 13. Distribution of the opening angle deviation AHLR

for C(x) ( 25 (see Fig. 9). The arrows indicate the window
used to select g m p+p candidates. The reduced y for the
comparison between measurement and simulation is 0.9.

As a second step a simulation with GEANT was used to
estimate the pd m Hex++ background in the sample
of g ~ p+p candidates. These simulated events sat-

. is6ed the hardware trigger at the level of 7 x 10 per
g decay. In reality, many more pd —+3Hevr+m events
passed the hardware trigger by means of random signals
&om the T hodoscopes, but these events were eliminated

The overall g ~ p+p analysis efficiency e +
"'"was

deduced &oxn the event simulation; the result was pre-
sented in Table IV. Because of the strong correlations
among the various criteria in the event selection, it is not
appropriate to determine the uncertainty in e +

'" as
P

the quadratic sum of errors in the efficiency factors for
the individual tests listed in Table IV. Instead, the error
has been determined directly by varying various quanti-
ties within their limits.

Changing the ADC values and the TDC offsets in the
simulation by 10'%%uo and 1 ns, respectively, gave relative
variations of +4%%uo in e +

"'". The selection efficiency is
V

aEected by several uncertainties in. the detector geoxne-
try. Uncertainties in the distribution of detector mate-
rial along the muon paths were assessed by studying the
distribution of the last S plane hit versus 8„,shown in
Fig. 12. The measured distribution has a mean value
at 8„"=0mrad of 2.77 + 0.05 (stat. ), as compared to
2.74 + 0.01 (stat. ) for the simulated distribution. A sys-
tematic uncertainty in the muon range of +0.1 S counter
units or +0.5 g/cm leads to an uncertainty in e +

"'"of
+1%. Error contributions from the +1' uncertainty in
detector angle and &om misalignments by a few millime-
ters of various detector elements were added in quadra-
ture; the net systematic error in e +

"'"due to geometric
uncertainties is thus +2%.

Multiple scattering in the iron and lead degraders led
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to a 15% efficiency loss, distributed over various selection
criteria. The systematic uncertainty in e +

'" associ-
ated with the simulation of these losses was determined
by replacing the standard GEANT treatment, which uses
Moliere theory, by a Gaussian approximation which is
known to be very poor for large-angle scattering. The
corresponding change in e ~+"'" was 6.4% and the con-
servative estimate assumed for this contribution to the
error in e +

~'" is +3%%uo. This uncertainty includes the
effect of multiple-scattering losses on the acceptance (see
Table III, rows 1 and 2).

The combined systematic error resulting from the
sources discussed above amounts to +6%. This value
has been checked by varying the criteria in the event se-
lection. As discussed in Sec. IV 8, the systematic uncer-
tainty in e +

~'" introduced by the cut on C(x), which is
P

responsible for most of the losses in the event selection,
is within +4%%up. The systematic error due to all selection
criteria was evaluated to be +6%, which is equal to the
value &om the three sources studied explicitly. Conserva-
tively, it was assumed that these two estimates represent
independent error sources, which leads to an overall anal-
ysis efficiency of

analysis
p 61 y p pg

V

I17j

I)0]
this work

l0 20 30

B(q—&p p ) x10
40

FIG. 14. Results of measurements of the branching ratio
B(t1 -+ p+p ). The statistical and systematic errors have
been added in quadrature.

7Z—: = 1.3 + 0.2.B(n —i ~'u )

Bunit '9 + p
(14)

This result is consistent with the previous Serpukhov
value of 7Z = 1.5 + 0.5 [10], but does not support the
earlier CERN value of R = 5.3 + 2.1 [18]. The result
demonstrates the dominance of the on-shell two-photon
intermediate state. Since it agrees with the predictions
for the electromagnetic contribution, there is no need to
invoke physics beyond the standard model.

B. Connection with other Po ~ E+E decays

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Result for B(ri -+ p+p )

The branching ratio of g ~ p+p was calculated us-

ing expression (9). The values of the various quantities
appearing in this expression are given in Table V. The
result is

I'(rI m p+p, )B(7~@ V' ) =
P( ll)

= [5.7 + 0.7(stat. ) + 0.5(syst. )] x 10

(13)

This new value is compared with previous results in
Fig. 14. Adding the statistical and systematic errors in
quadrature and normahzing the result to the unitarity
bound given in Table I, one obtains

It has been noted [27,28] that the various Po m I+/
branching ratios can be interrelated in an almost model-
independent way. A reduced amplitude R(q2) is defined
by

I"(P' -+ f,+I. ) ( mr ~

I'(Po -+ pp) q ~ m p )
(i5)

with the imaginary part of R(m&) predicted by @ED:

7r 1+p
imR(mp) = ——ln

2P 1 —P
(16)

iReR„~„„(m„)i= 2.8 + 1.1. (i7)

Equations (15) and (16) lead to the unitarity bound given
in Eq. (1). The present result for B(rI m p+p ) given
by expression (13) leads to

TABLE V. Summary of the parameters used in the deter-
mination of B(q ~ y, +p ). ReR„~„„—ReR ~„=—32 + 2. (18)

As shown in Ref. [27], most of the model dependence of
the real part of the amplitude cancels in the difference in
ReR(mJ, ) for the decays P -+ e+e and P -+ p+p
For the q decays one obtains

Parameter

~(v ~1'v )
X(Pd -+ Het1)

&q .+.—
trigger
triple
analysis

P

Value
114+"—15

(1.22 + 0.01) x 10
(2.91 + 0.05) x 10

0.92 + 0.03
0.61 + 0.05

Using the result (17), Eq. (18) leads to the following
predictions for the branching ratio of q ~ e+e

B, i, (rl ~ e+e ) = (6.2 + 0.8) x 10

ReR„„„)0, (19)
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B, ~,(ri ~ e+e ) = (4.8 + 0.7) x 10 C. Summary

ReR ~„—ReR„~» 12+ 31n (21)

Assuming for the cutoff parameters A ( Az ( 2A, the
uncertainty in the above prediction is only +1, which
leads to the following estimates for the branching ratio
of x' ~ e+e:

B, ~, (vr ~ e+e ) = (7.9 6 0.9) x 10

ReR„~») 0, (22)

B, ),(n m e+e ) = (5.9+ 0.6) x 10

ReR„~»( 0. (23)

Since both predictions agree with the recent experimental
results for the branching ratio of pro ~ e+e [7,8] the sign
ambiguity in the real part of the g -+ p+p amplitude
(17) cannot be resolved yet.

ReR„~»( 0 . (20)

Either prediction is roughly 3 times the unitarity value
(see Table I); a very similar prediction results from the
approach in Ref. [28]. The decay rates observed so far,
for g —+ p,+p, KL, -+ p+p, and vr —+ e+e, are much
closer to the unitarity limit. The experimental upper
limit for B,„~t( lr-+ e+e ) is 3 x 10 (90%%uo & & ) [9].

The difference in the real parts of the transition ampli-
tudes for the decays g ~ p+p and pro ~ e+e is slightly
model dependent. Following Ref. [27] one obtains

The measurement of the branching ratio of g m @+p
is the first decay experiment at the SATURNE g facil-
ity. The result is B(ri ~ p+p ) = [5.7 + 0.7(stat. ) +
0.5(syst. )] x 10 . The improvement over earlier results
is due to increased statistics (114 events compared to
27 and 18 events for the two previous experiments), a
much lower level of background, and elimination of sys-
tematic uncertainties associated with the ri Hux. The
largest contribution to the systematic error in the present
experiment is introduced by the +9%% uncertainty in the
determination of the eKciency of the data reduction off
line.

The new value for the branching ratio is 1.3+0.2 times
the unitarity lower limit, consistent with most quark and
vector meson dominance models which describe the de-
cay as an electromagnetic transition with a two-photon
intermediate state. Consequently, the result leaves little
room for a contribution from physics beyond the stan-
dard model.
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